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Summary 

The area of the country is more than 1,640 thous~nd square Kilometers The 

geographic ~onditions create problems for Civil Registratioll in the rural 

arcas. The civil registration lav/dates to 1919 . It has been revised quite 

a few times . The registration of birth death , marriage and divorces 

are compulsory for the public • 

The civil registratio8 and vit~statistics system is a centralized system 

with office branches in different geog~aphic divisions. Efforts has been 

exerted to provide more coverage-for the registration"of vital events. 

Mobile registrars and on -mission-registrars are new among these efforts. 

Registration coverage of'birth is significantly more than other vitol events. 

Usage of computers is in rapid progress. The overal situation of C.R. and 
.. 

V.s. system has improved during the last'ten years. 
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J. General Background 

Occupying un area of more than 1/640 thousands square kilometers the. 

Islamic He(1ublic of Ir8n is located in the Hiddle: East , and is bOunde9 on 

the north by Hcpublic of Azarbnyejnn , Armenia , th.e Caspian sea , and 

Torkmenistafl ; on the east by Afyhanistnn ~ncJ Pakistan; on the south by 

Oman sea and the Persian Gul f and the I'lest by Ir8q and Turkey . 

lhe'major parts of the country consist of arid land, mountains and deserts 

The climate is dry and sunny most of the year round • The minimum annual 

rainfall in the period 1984 - 91 has been 24 millimiters in yazd - n city in 

desert area - and the maAimum has been 1700 millimeters in Rasht - a city 

close to the caspian coast . 

The caspian area which accounts for ~.7 percent of the surface of the 

country has mediteranian climate'. In some parts of the country the sumrner.s 

are extermely hot having a temperatur of 55° C , and in winter in some other 

parts Minus ~OOC is recorded . In winter - 20°C is common: in many places . 

Iran has nomerous ethnic groups of widely di ffering ori.gins . Apart from 

its settled population the tribes which consist of 2.~ percent of the 

total popul8tion have a special behaviour in their daily Ii fe. 

the Iranian tribes mainly live in the mountainous areas and are different 

from the nomads elsewhere. 

Settlement tends to occur in small clusters close to water supplies or 

where there are specially favourable conditions , a good soil , easy 

communications ... 

The official language is Farsi the alphabets of which are like 

arobic ones except for four additional letters. Numerous dialects exist in 

different regions. 

More than 99 percent of tIle population are Muslims·Economic activity surfers 

-from handicaps of Topogrophy ond climilte. 
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'The udverse nature of geographical conditions has greatly restricted the 

growth of comrnunic8tions in Iran . 

The major mineral export of the country is petrolium. 

Iran has tile second largest na"tural gas deposits in the world . Also the 

recently discovered copper deposits at sorcheshmell could be among the 

largest in the world. 

Iranian craftsmen have a high reputation in carpet making and metal work. 

Tehran the capital is the headquarters of more than 90% of all industrial 

firms in Iran; whilst a major indu·strial complex based on the stE;e'l mill 

is located in Esfahan. 

Tehran is now a majDr manufacturing centre , with a considerahle diversity 

of activities froln the processing of food staffs to the manufacture of 

comsumer and construction goods and ~n increasing range for mo!e complex 

items: elect~onics" motor manufacturing and high grade chemicals. 

In september 1991 , from amongst 1'.1 l"'Iillion in population 10' years of 

age and over in the CDuntry ~8.1 percent were econolTlicaly active. The 

corresponding ~roportion was 65.5 percent for males and 8.7 percent for 

females. 

In september 1986 , of11.0 ,million empolyed population of the country 

~O.O percent were engaged in agriculture, 26.1 percent in indus~ry and 

4~.9 percent in services. 

The share of Gross Domestic Product ( from Current Price data)was 2~.5 

percent for agriculture , 28.0 percent for. industry and 48.5 percent for 

services in 1990. 

The constitution of the Islamic Republic was approved by a national 

re frencium in Dec. 1979 . 

The 8~ member Assembly of Experts was established in 1982 . It is populDry 

elected every R years. Ils mandate is ~o interpret .the constjt~tion and 



select the spritual leader The president of the, Islarnic Republic of 

Iran is populary elected for a 4-year Term and is head of the execlJlive; 

he points ~1inisters , subject to approval by the ,t1aj lisC Parl iame;)t). ' 

U. DemogrClphic and (Josie Information of the country· 

So far tile country has condurted four .Qecen(1ial censuses of population 

starting 1956 and also conducted a combined census sampling in 1991. 

The totaJ population of the country was_, counted as 18.5 Milljons in 

1991. According to the 1966 , 1976 and 1986 censuses the total population 

of the country was 25.8 , ll.7 and 49.4 Millions respectively. 

In 1991 the administrative divisions of the country consisted,of 24 Ostens 

( Provinces) , 229 shahrestans( sub - province) , 604 Bakhsh ( area smaller 

than shahrestan ) , 514 cities, and Towns , 210l Dehestans ( rural sub

divisions)as shown in table one.' 

According to the 1991 current population survey the number of households 

existing in Itan totalled 10,787,227 of which 99.4 percent were privat~ 

and 0.6 % were collective households. 

The total population of the couritry was '55 817 16l persons of which 57.6 

percent lived in urban areas , 42.4 % lived in rural areas and 0.6 % were 

mobile. 

The mean number of househod members living in-the private households was 

5.16 persons. The corresponding mean for urban and rural areas were 4.86 

and 5;61 persons respectively . 

In 1991 there were four cities that their population exceeded one million. 

The popUlation of these cities, were: Tehran 6.47 , Mashhad 1.76 , 

Esfuhan 1.12 and Tabriz 1.18 Million persons. 
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Table. 1 

geographical divisions and population by s'ex , current population survey, 1991 

stan o 
(pr ovince) 

_._--- •. _---
Total co.untry 

Tchra 

Marka 

Gilan 

n 

zi 

Mazan dar-an 

Azarb 

Azarb 

8i)8n, East 

aj jan I \'1est 

Kerlna flshah 

Khuze stan 

Fars 

. Kerma n 

san Khora 

Esfah 

Sista 

Olueh 

Kurde 

Hamad 

Chah8 
and B 

,an 

nand 

estan 

stan 

an 

rmahal 
akhli ary 

Lares tan 

Ilam 

I<ohki 
Boyer 

luyeh and 
Ahmad 

Bushe 

Zonja 

Semna 

hr 

Yazd 

Hormo 

n 

n 

zgan 

number 
--~ 

Stwhrestan 

..• 

229 

9 

8 

11 

17 

18 

12 

. 9 

15 

15 , 
10 

21 

17 

7 

6 

6 

5 , 

, 

·6 

5 

1 

7 

5 

4 

6 

7 

of Geographical Divisions . ._- ,... - ._--_. 

bothsexes 
B.8khsh Cities Dehestan 

..----~-

604 514 21m 5581716'~ 

21 24 67 9982109 

15 15 ·58 1182611 

25 11 94 2204047 

44 47 114 • 1791149 

46 41 191 4420141 

26 20 99 2284208 . 
20 16 Tl 918449 

15 28 111 1175852 

49 16 171 1541828 

28 11 116 -1862542 

67 47 212 6011200 

12 49 109 1682444 

26 11 90 1455102 

19 10 76 1211480 

16 12 69 1651120 

10 11 11 747297 • 

20 10 78 1501778 

14 11 14 440691 

10 5 )~ 496719 

16 11 10 694252 

20 15 71 1776111 

10 1'1 25 458125 

11 n 17 691119 

2(J n 66 9244)"~ 

.. 

Pop ulation 

Ma Ie Female 

--
2876 8450 

517 n85 

60 9888 

112 

191 

228 

116 

49 

161 

182 

95 

107 

191 

5454 

6625 

2222 

9510 

2970 

1285 

5592 

2684 

6157 

20n 

74 

61 

85 

18 

77 

22 

6426 

8618 

7211 

4106 

6717 

25 6102 

15 9499 

4711 

15102 

2428 

6816 

91 

2 

16 

47 

27068711 

4810924 

57272'~ 

107859'~ 

185652L~ 

2118121 

11111678 

445l~79 

1544567 

17182-S6 

909858 

2917041 

1770411 

714109 

597054 

792702 

160066 

727472 

2n956 

240417 

114751 

861400 

221021 

1~0691 

447617 

,----- ~ -, 
In the same year , from th~ total population of 55.8 Million persJns 20.7 

percent were males and 27.7 percent were females. 
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. Thussex ratio of the t.otal population .in the stated year was 106. ~ . This 

ratio was 106.7 in urban areas and 105.7 in rural areas. From the total 

population in the above - mentioned year 44.1 percent. were in the age 

group under 15 years , 52.2· ~~. i"/t,:re in the age group 15 to 64 years and "). 4 ~'~ 

were in the age group 65 years and over , table 2 illusterates the population 

by sex and age.-

Table 2 - Total Population by sex and age , 1991 

Total Ito 
Age group 

~---bothsexes Male Female 

5S8)~'I~~-;768L~()O 2706871 ,--
I-

all ages 

m~:l 
I . _________ ... ___ + __ . ____ --;1 

I 

urbail rural 

"61974 

0-4 8141285 lJ156291 198L~994 l~112120 1765802 

5-9 9015458 4612149 442)109 5017727 1914694 61017 

'10-14 75lJ7n'f- 1901458 1645671 4112461 1179129 55519 

15-19 5908901 1057609 2851294 1155152 2711218 42111 

20-24 49(~7260 2520-$1'2 2(~26948 2902788 2016151 28121 

25-29 4005278 2012491 1992785 2561194 1425515 18549 

10-14 ~504220 1779912 1724288 2261847 1224912 17461 

15-19 2866669 1462)18 1l~04-~11 1846D'18 1005575 15076 

-
40-44 2017477 1027459 1010018 1268676 756564 12217 

45-49 1577981 798299 77968t.~ 957759 611451 8728 

50-54 1570622 821599 74902-S 667096 10212 

55-59 1442929 791281 649646 790129 641962 8818 

60-·64 nO)"~90 721118 500072 676219 617557 9594 

65 and over 189019) 1065751 8244L~O 1022442 857447 10104 

~~_0 __ ~ _____ 1_9_4_7_8 __ -L _____ '_5_7 __ ~ unidentified 58165 16157 222GB 

--- ---
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Accordirlg to cen~usesthe annual growth rate of population wa~ 1.1 % in 

the 1956 - 66 years It decreased to 2.7 % in the )966-76 years . The 

growth rate reached a point of 1.5 percent in 1976-86 and finely dropped 

to 2.5 percent·between 1986 and 1991. 

lhe latest estimates for vital rcd;es of the country by indirect methods 

are illusterated in table 1. 

Table 1 - Vital rates by urban - rural in 1986 and 1991,Tolal country 

rates 1986 1991 
. Unit - .. -

T9tai urban Rural Total Urban Rural 

crude Oirth Rate CBR 'j, • 19.2 17.1 41.8 '50.5 27.8 '54.0 

General Fertility Rate GFR 'j, • 184.0 164.8 210.'5 140.0 121. 7 166.8 . . 
Total Fertility Rate TFR life Birth 6,l(. 5.8 7.1 4.9 4.2 5.8 

Growth Reproduction Rate 
Ii fe Female 

GRR Birth '5. 1 2.8 '5.6 2.4 2.1 2.8 

Infant t~ortality Rat.e IMR 'j .• 79.8 60.4 101.9 60.'5 45.'5 72.4 

Crude Death Rate CDR 'j, • 10.4 8.1 12.9 8.1 6.7 9.9 

expectation of life at Birth e. 

for Both Sexes , years . 58.9 62.8 54.4 62.8 66.0 59.7 
. 

Male " 58.5 (,2.1 54.1 62.4 65.5 59.4 

Female " 59.2 6'5.4 .. 54.7 61.2 66.6 59.9 
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'III . Civil Registration System 

1. Leg81 Frall,e or the system. 

The origin of the leg31 basis for activities pertaining to Civil Registration 

in Iran dates to 21 Septenlbei 1918 when according to the approval No 11607 

of the Councils of Hinislers 8 bUl'eau of oi vil regi~tra tionn was founded in 

the Ministry of Lhe Interior-To execute the regulations approved the C i v il 

Registration Bureau started to register documents and issued the identity 

cards for the citizsns of the capital, . The bureau also registered the vital 

• 
events ( births, deaths, marriages, devorces). 

In June 14th 1925 a law passed by the Iran National Assembly according to 

I'>'hieh the Bureau of civil Registration was to be founded in different 

geographical at0as of the country and the citizens were in~ited to be 

registered and to be given the identity cards. The instruction, for citizens 

how to choose a first name and a family name was included in the law. 

In June 10th 1928 the former law was revised and by the revision a National 

Statistical .Office was founded . Among its functions were to find out the 

number of the population in the country,households, belivers of different 

religions, citizenships, births, deaths, marriages, divorces, reasons of 

increasing anddecrea~ing of each event and 81so to find out the economic 

situation of the country 

As it is seen above , the functions of the civil registration system and 

all statistical activities were merged into the functions of one bureau. 

In June 2nd 1911 and in May 11th 1911 the Registratio~ law was revised. 

According to the last revisions, the copies of the doci.Jments I''iere obt.ainable, 

also penalties for citizens whc) do not have an identity card were changed. 

The revisions made in 1911 also irldicates that the registration of marriages 

and divorces were to be undortaken by the Notaries-public ~vhich arc officiuly 
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under Registration Organization of Deeds Intellectual and Industrial 

properly . Once an event was registered 8 copy of the document should b~ 

sent to lhe Civil Registration Bureau. The Civil Registration law after 

revision contuined 55 articles a8d also was accompanied ~y a Civil 

Regh;t l'cd:ion Regul[ll~ ions which had 111 articles itse If. 

In 19~4 the title of the Civil Registration Bureau was changed to Department 

of stHtislicB a~d Civil Registration. In spite of many functions of the obove. 

Department , this newly founded organization carried out only the 

registrotion of vital events ( births, deaths , marriages , divorces) until 

19~9. In lhe same year the law of the census of population was passed by 

the Nutionnl Assembly. To execute the law,.~:he Department of statistics anel 

Civil Registration conducted a population census in ~5 Iranian towns in 

1919. 

In february 14th 1940 the Civil Registration Regulations conserning the 

duplicate copies of the identity cards was revised.In1952 :by foudatioh of 

t~e General Department of Public S~tistics which conducted the 1956 census 

of population , other functions than civil· registration and vital statistics 

of the Department of statistics and civil registration was delivered to the 

newly founded General Department and consequently the former title changed to 

" Ci viI Registration Departmen~" 

The General Department of public statistics , by the 1965 law which changed 

its title to ·Statistical Centre of Iran conUnued its activities mainly in 

conducting censuses and surveys. On the other hand the civil registration 

law was revised in 1976 and the Civil Registration Department changed· its . 
title to " CivH RegistraUon Organization" and continued its activities 

on civil registration and vital statistics. 

The Jast revision of the Civil Registration law dates to January 8,1984 

acicording to which , after the Islamic Revolution a new identity card 
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should have been issued for every citizen and this function is alrerid~ . 

fulfi lled. \) 

A~ it was described there are lows ann r"egulations which are related to the 

civil registration in Iran. The regulations furnish provisions for the law. 

The definition of the vital events Hre neither included in the Im~ nor in 

the regulations, but they are adDpted to the definitions used by the Hinistry 

of ~ealth which are in conformance with international recommendations. 

The registration of vital events is compulsury for entire population of the 

country. Birth,of any child occurring in Iran, whether of Iranian or fpreign 

Parents, also death of any individual , either an Iranirin or foreigner,even 

still births shall be declared to a representative'of functionary of the CRO. 

The grace period for declaration of birth is fifteen days starting from the' 

date of birth of the child. The grace period is longer in the case of 

official holidays , air or sea journeys. 

In the case of death the grace period is ten days starting fi'om. occurence or 

discovery of the death . Like the Birth in exceptional cases like journeys 

the grace period is longer. 

For the registration of marriage and divorce , Nat~ry public offices are 

bound to entre in 'the married couple's identity cards, such events as 

marriage , divorce , and remarriage which they register in the relevant 

register books , sign and stamp them . 

At maximum they should re-entre in special forms in forthniqht the marriage 

divorce and remarriage , already registered in the register books , and 

sub~it the forms to the local Civil Registration Department against recei~t. 

Any vital event occurring abroad shall be registered by respective Iranian 

Consulate Officials. 

The designation of jllformations for hirth according to the Civil Registration 

Law are persons J,'E'specti ve ly responsible for declaring birth and siging the 
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"General Registers for life events: 

1. Father or paternAl grand falher. 

2. Holher in case the falher is absent, and at her earliest when she 

is able to fulfil this" duty 

1~ The administrator , Tutor or Trustee of the child. 

4. Persons legally responsible for taking care of the child. 

5. Head or representative of the institution where in the child has 

been entrusted. 

• 6. The individual involved in the birth occurance , who is 18 full 

years of age and over. 

The law also provides facilities for the registration of a birth while the 

marriage of child's parents has not been officially registered. In any case 

if the declarant is the child's mo~her, the child shall be named after its 

mother maiden surname . 

The registration procedure for birth starts with a certificate issued by a 

physician or official "midwife or organization where in the child has been 

born , qthervlise , it must be ccrti fied- by two witnesses. 

Article 11 of the Civil Registration law pertains to the type of information 

for the life event. After registration of birth if the child is Irania~ 

The identity card shall be issued and submitted; and the declaration 

instrument shall be sent to the local Civil Registration Department 0here 

the parents' identity cards have been issued, t6 be entered in the Genral 

Register , in the spedal page for parents. In the cas"e that the child is 

of foreign nationality , only the birth certificate shall be issued and 

submitted. 

The inform~mts having the respnnsibilityfor declaring death and signing 

the death instrument are as follows: 

11 



1. The most immediate relaLive of the deceased, who has been present 

at the time of death. 

2. The supervisor or owner or his/ her represenLative of the place 

where ihthe death has. occurred. 

1. Any individual present at the time.of death. 

4. Distiplinary forces or village council. 

While a death"event is declared officials of cemetries or undertakers are 

bound to inform the eRO of death occurrance . 

lhe civil Registration Law also furnishes facilities for exceptional events 

of death. Article::21 of the said law pertains to items of information 

~essesa~y for a death certificate. 

Time allowances are 15 days for Birth, marriage and divorce registration, 

but for registration of death are 10 days There are no penalties for the 

late registration. 

The registration procedure and the government agencies responsible for 

Registration of marriages and divorces has already been ·mentioned. 

2. Administrative arrangements of the ~ystem 

a. The primary registration unit which is located in rural areas is 

called Registration ·District which at least a r~gistrar is stationed in 

a central or major village of the District . The geographical boundries 

of the Registration district is not necessarily adaptable to the official 

Geographical Divisions of the country . To determine the limits of a district, 

factors such as climate roads, type of settlements of population and 

similar criteria are taken into consideration. It happens that in 

khorasan province a Registration unit includes 100 villages while'in 

Gilan provjnce only 1 villages can he adm~nistralcd by one Registration 

·unit. A registrar is in charge of a Registration District. 

12 
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An exceptional charasteristic of the Irallian Reoistration Districts 
j \.) 

is 

that for mobile population , special mobile Re~istration units are available . 
• 

A registr<H of the mobile population is equiped with a car or motor- .cycle 

and sometimes he i& equiped with a camera to take photos for issuing Idpntity 

Cards. These registrars make frequent visits to tribal population of an area 

ori a regular schedule. Formerly horses ~ere'provided for their mission. 

TKe mobile registrar is well informed of the deplacement and ilenerary of the 

tribes in his Registration District. 
. . 

Another speciality of the 6urrent setting for Civil Registration of the rural 

areas of Iran is the trustee Agents or LiasoRs . The Liason that can serve 

in the tribal population or among the settled population of the rural areas 

is a person which is trusted both by the official civil Registrar of the 

area and also by the population of the village or tribe. Other qualification~ 

are to~be r~sident of the concerned rural area and to have a background of 

litracy of six years of primary school. Their service is voluntary and 

without payment. 

lhe liasons report all vital events to the Civil Registiar on their 

scheduled visit • Their functions are in progression up to issuing the 

identity cSFds for the new borns or cancelling the identity cards of 

the deceased. 

The Liasons are now in service in four Iranian provinces. 

Besides the registrsrs stationed in the rural areas there are registrars 

that visit the villages on the Registation Districts on a schedule 

To facilitate the death registration , in all cities where there are 3 

centralized cemetry a registration unit is established. 
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b. The total number of registrars in the country is 51~5 and number of 

Notary public oFfices is 2l t6) • BeC8LJSe Lile boundries of the Registration 

Units are not necessarily adaptable to the offici31 geographic divisions 

and the nLlmber of population is provided by these division s, the average 

popu lation served per prim8l'Y regi'strat ion unit is not obtaimllJle . 

As the rural population settlements are scattered in small clusters all OVi~r 

the country the accessibility to them is not so simple. 

• 
c. The office hours for registration is from 8 AM to ).)0 PM but because 

of the workload the personnel usually \'wrk for over time. 

d. The number of events registered annually per primary registration unil 

ranges from~ 500'to 6000 events. 

e. Due to the highly important legal , Juridical and statistical , aspects 

of the Registered documents, a very strict system of surveillance is 

maintained in different levels of the registran activities 

These are a serial number and two other numbers or cods on an identity card 

which each one of them is a tool for surveillance . 

In any registration office regardless of being a major Department or a small 

scale registration unit the number of incomplcted identity cards in stock 

should be in accordance with the three code numbers sLated and the number 

9f identity cards issued. Surveillance is practised every two weeks. The 

registered events and their consistancy with the vital statistics reported 

is to be checked 

Inspectors are asigned from capital city to the province centers and from 

provice centers to shahreslans to supervise and control all registration 

and vital statistics activities in different departments and offices. 

lhe Civil Registration AdminiHtration of the country is a type of a national 

system with a central office to administer the system. 



The head offices of the Civil Registration Organization is located in Tehran 

the capital. Its administrative dependancy is to the Ministry ofth0 Interior. 

1. Procedures for Registration 

The procedures for registration are applied nationwide and they do not vary 

from one local registration office to another . 

a. The method ·of recording a birth starts by investigation of the identity 

of the informant and his / her parents. Investigation to find whether the 

marriage of the parents is registered. If the birth ~s without medical 

certifiea'te bolO witnesses are required anp thus their identity is 

investiga~ed. The birth is to be registeredjn a loose-leaf form of ~1 em by 

21 cm which after signature will be binded and filed by date of registration. 

The last step is to issue ari identity card for the new born. 

The registration of a death event starts with checking the identity of the 

informant , registration of death in a loose-leaf form which will be 

b~nded and filed by date of registration. Other step~ are:· cancellation of 

the identity card , issuing the decleration form of death and death 

certificate . After signature of informant the identity card of the deceased 

is to be given to the informant. 

b. For the place of registra~ion of events there are no restrictions, 

but for birth usually it is the place of residence. 

For marriage and divorce, copies of the certificate is to be send to the 

C.R.O of the shahrestan of birth of the bride and the btide-groom. The 

first co~y of the marriage or divorce certificate which is in a loose-leaf 

form is binded and filed by the number of the notary public offie~ and the 

registration number in the place of oeeuranee 

e. lime allowanr.es for all events is 15 days except death event which is 

considered 10 days . No foetal deaths are registered . The time allowance 

1') 
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is adequate for the registratioll of events. 

d. No registration fee for death, the fee for the ~egistrstion of births 
\:;-

is 2000 Rials, for marriage 2UOO Rials and for-divorce is 20000 Rials. The 
• 

fegislratiorl fee for the div6rce may discourage th~ divorce itself among 

some people, but no ,officio 1 rnarriage or eli vorce con exist without registr8tion. 

e. For the registration of each event the identity cards of informants 

are required. Besides that , the requisit for registration of birth, death 

ahd marriage is a medical certifi~ate. 

f. lhere are,no penalties or legal pu~ishments for late registration of 

any event. 

g. The procedure of the regif;tration system even for the marriage and 

divorce wit~ the involvement of the Notary public offices do not lead to a 

probable duplication of registration. 

4. The local registrats. 

The local civil registrars are appointed by the C.R.O . They are usually 

selected from the natives of the region Their level of education is high 

school diploma. But the old registrars may have less degrees of education. 

They are paid for their full-time job. 

In addition to the civil registrars, the registration may be done by other 
. 

responsibles like court clercks, Notaries as a scondary duty. 

b. The type of appointing the local registrars is for a long-t~rm job 

and it is not subject to changes. 

c. The Liasons already described can be considered as part-time registrars. 

d. Besides their educational attainments the registrars have short 

training courses also. 

e. The registrars salary is not much different from the average government 

salary earners. 

f. There are hanbooks of instructions for the civil registrars. 
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5. Information pertaining to the informants is presented in section 1 

" The legal frame of the system". 

6.Civil Registration archives 

a. Safety measures to ~reserve vital records are practised. Major offices 

have space and better means of security . Bookshelves are available. Retrieval 

system i~ a .type of manual searching of records assisted by items of 

information which varies depending to the event. For searching in the file 

of birth , only the serial number of the identity card is enough. 

The system is moving towards a fully computerized method and the criteria) 
; 

for retrieval are more simple and accessibility to the files is faster. Fr}r 

safeguard and confidenciality)necessary measures are taken for each 

step. All filled documents are signed and sealed by the'attbrney general. 

7. Assessement of the civil registration system 

As it was elaborated in the historical evolution of the system , the law of 

the civil registration and its regulations ·were under ~any revisions to 

fullfil the requirements of the public. Though the administration of the 

system is an old one, but steps towards the modernization are taken Specially 

in the technical point of view. Generally the system can be ranked as good 

system but needs improvment. The actions undertaken by the government in 

the last ten years are mainly focused on a full computerization of the 

system . The appointing of liasons are somthing new in the system to 

improve the registration system in the rural areas. 

The extent of the registration coverage in the country as a whole using a 

dual record system and also some analytical research is as follows: births 

94 percent ,deaths 69 percent , marriages 91 percent and divorces 97 percent. 

The registration coverage in the urban areas is more than the rural areas. 

The registration coverage of deaths for men is more than women • Once a vital 
i 

event is registered the chance to be reported is even more than 99 percent. 

! 



8. Uses of registration records 

a. The legalization of the identity of citizens is by the registration. 

The need of being registered starts years before school age when an Identity 

card seems 
! 

to be needed. To take 3 job, to apply for a passport, ,for 

marriage and in many other cases the pre-requisit is to pesent an Iden~ity 

cert ificate. To benefit from the heritage of a de ceased the death should 

have been registered. 

b. The general use of the registration records by the society is to 

Maintain an administrative order and to leg8lize t.he existance of the 
I 

..I 
'I 
I 
I 

citizens. The vital statistics derived from the registration is one of the 

important data for the development plans. 

IV. The National Vital Statistics System 

1. The legal frame of the system 

The production of vital statistics derived from the ctvil registration is 

done by the C.R.O and the production of the vital statistics drived from the 

population censuses and sample surveys is done by the statistical Centre 

of Iran. Neither the civH registration law nor the law of the Statistical 

Centre oflran emphasizes clearly on the vital statistics. The difference is 

in the continuous recording of vital events by the C.R.O. Due to the fact that 

the section I of the part III of the Questionaire 'I Review and Assessment 

of the National Civil Registration and Vital Statistics System II focuses on 

the system that continuously records the civil registration , the information 

given will focus on the C.R.O 

The Division responsible for the vital staUstics within the C.R.O is " Bureau 

of Statistics and Population Information " 

Preparation of th~ vital statistics atarts from the smallest ullit which is 

called Registration District. The vital statistics prepared by the Registration 
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Districts of a Bakhsh or a Shahrestan is to be sent to the Department of 

Civil Registration of ostan( province.) . And these Departments in turn 

send V.S. of provinces to the main office located in Tehran. 

1. Procedures for reporting and monitoring 

a. The information provided for the V.S. forms are derived from the 

data transcribed from the registration records. The forms .for this 

purpose are di fferent from those for legal registration . The type of 

forms used for each event are both individual forms and also multi-event 

forms. ( 
/ 

The definitions of vital events which constitute the vital statistics have 

conformance with the definiUons and concepts of the principales and 

recommendations for a vital statistics system of the United Nations. 

All forms used for the vital statistics reporting is standardized allover 

the country. 

b.The procedures to set up control , receive and classifying the 

reports are very simple • The refrence elements are not subject to delay 

the data processing, and the periodicity of receiving is based on every 

two weeks. 

In the case of missing information , which is very rare necessary means 

of communication or correspondence will be implemented. 

4. Proecdures of statistical processing 

when the forms are received three types of manual editing is practised. 

The reported figures of statistical report~ for every registration office 

is compared with the figures for a similar earlier period . In addition 

to that , statistical reports from each reporting area are sequentially 

numbered. In case a number is missing , queries are being sent to the 
I 
I 

reporting areas. Besides the abDve checkings , Transmission Forms are 
I 
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processed by computers to contpol the receipt of reports and breakdowns 

made by reporting areas .to uncov~r delinquent areas. r 
/ 

I 

The system is not fully computerized yet , that is why both manual coding 

and manual editing is practiced parallel with computer editing and 

coding. Some parts of coding activities is to be done in the Department 

of Civil Registration in provinces and some other parts ~, the main C.R.O. 

Coding and editing instructions are presented in handbooks . 

For recruitment and Training the staff , necessaty measures are observed. 

b. The tabUlation plan has comformancy to the recommended Tabulations 

in tile Principals and Recommendations to ensure international comparability 

of the data . No seftware p~k8ges are used . The system runs with independant 

programming. 

c. Sufficient training in connection with vital statistics is ,provided 
, ~\ 

for coders ,data entry personnel and local registrars. 
\ 

5. Vital: Statistics is published annu3Iy .. The annu31 vitali statistics 

which include data about birt!ls,deaths, marrjages and djvorces are published 

in one single publication. The year of the last issue is 1992 wh~ch contains 
i 

the data corresponding to 1991 pvents. 

6. Assessment of the vita] statistics system 

Discovering the coverage and the quality of Civil Registration and vital -

statistics are information that experts who work in Development plans and 

decision makers are much interested to know. Not many studies have been 

done in this respect . The fact is that , when an event is registered, 

Probabilities of not being reported to the compiling ciffice is very 1m". 

To determine the rate of coverage of registered evenU" is much more 

difficult than tracing and checking 6f a vital event resulted from documents . 
•• ~ ·.~i "; . '.~ ; 

On the basis of this fact • in Iran , the omission of registrat.lori uf an 



event is less than one percent .• But it is quite probable, that in some 
, 

underdeveloped rural areas-with limited means of comm'~ication-neither birth 

nor de~th of an 'in~ant who has lived for only few days, be registered at all. 
I 

A similar case might exist for religious marriages. If this type of marriage 

is not officialy registered and if follows by a religious divorce , practicaly 

none of the everts will be registered • That is why the coverage of 

registration compared with the coverage of vital statistics is less. The 

rate of registration coverage estimate resulted from a recent dual-records 

system for birth, death, marriage and divorce is respectively 94,69,91 and 

97 percent. Applying the birth and death rates obtained from the techniques 

for demographic estimation applied to poulation census data , show 92 percent 

of coverage for birth and for death coverage it is tuo far below 69 percent: 
. 

of the dual-records system • The relatively satisfactory registr~tion coverage 

" 
of birth compared to poor r~gistration coverage of death is the p~CUniary 

encouragements existing for births after the registration. I 
The programme to strengthen and improve the vital statistics system 

registration in last ten years is very satisfactory . The governm1nt has 

given much importance to strengthen the Civil Registration system. 

Two main objectives that are partly achived are:1) to maintain the already 

mentioned Liasons in the rural areas of the country and 2) installation of 

80 computer centres in main Civil Registration Offices. Those computers 

that are already instaled are active. One of the major objectives is to 

get Civil Registration information for anybody anywhere in the country that 

he/she applies for,entring information only about the place of birth and the 

place of residence. 

7. Uses of Vital Statistics 

The main users of vital statistics are the Ministry of Health·\ ~~~,rentral 
I ,;1' u~:t "~ ,) .~' 
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Bank of the Islamic Republic of Iran , ~1inistry of the Interior, l1inistry of 

.Education , Ministry of Higher education,Bureau of conscription. 

In addition to the above organization , there are many other organizations, 

research institutions and the like that use the vital statistics either to 

fulfill part of their functions or to do research works. 

V. Coordination Among Government Institutions 

According to the Civil Registration Law, there is a council, called the 

High Council of Civil Registration t.he Purpose of which is reviewing and 

proposing technical procedures, rerldering comments of improvement or changing 

of statistical personal status forms, methods of collecting and distributing 

the forms , preparing instructions and technical procedures for Civil 

Registration. The Council is composed of the Director of C.R.O. or his· 

deputy , a proffessor from the college of law , appointed by the chancellor 

of t.he Tehran University, a judge appointed by Minister of JlJstice , a senior 

employee of C.R.O . and a representative of the Statistical Cent.re of Iran. 

The High Council of (j viI Registration should ensureco-oper~tive and 

co-ordinatjve work among the agenci~s Participating in civil Registration 

and vilal statistics systems. 

The council has tried to coordinate the system with other demographic 

sources of data. 

VI. Conclusion and Recommendations 

In general , the civil Registration and vital statistics system in the 

Islamic Republic of Iran cah be assumed a fairly good system , but it needs 

improvement. 

During the last ten years , many efforts has been exerted to strenghten the 

system. As it was mentioned before ,these efforts are the computerization 

of the system 
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But as the case is , in many other countries, there are some problem-

creating factors that must be taken into considration. These factors can 

be grouped as follows: 

Administrative Factors: 

The geographical conditions of Iran sometimes create obstructive problems, 

that leads to some kind of difficulties in receiving adcurate statistical 

reports. 

The centralized computer system is not complety instaled yet , and results 

to a semi-computeriied civil Registration and vital statistics activities. 

To accelerDte the system to provide adequate and proficient peisonnel for 

data processing at the compiling agancies are observed 

Technical Factors: 

For the renewal of the system , more technical guidance seems to be necessary 

for local registrars regarding the collection of data on registered vital 
" 

events to comply relevant statistics. 

The vital statistics personnel ~lso ~ecdt~have more training. There is a 

lack of high ranking qualified personnellnDepartmental offices as well as 

indUfficient equipments. 
\ 

The Public Factors: \ 

In some rural areas dbstrusive traditions , poor level of education, 

unawareness on statutory requirements to register vital events, res~lts 

late registration and omissions. Also failure to perceive the social 

usefulness and be~efits of registration are among the public factors 

resulting to problems in the system. 

Tribal population, dispersed settlements inadiquate communication and 

Transportation facilities in the rural areas are among the problems of 

registration. 

To overcome the above problems and for the general improvement of the 

! 
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system the following recomm€:'ndClt LiJn:, Cg;-\ bH obs8rvecl~ 

Making ~ome revisions in the civil Registration law. The actual law of the 

civil Registration lacks any articles directly concered with the vital 

statistics , its importance , and the obligations to collect the data. 

The article concerning the high council of civil Reg:istrations should high-· 

light the chaflnels ensuring co-operative and co-ordinative work among agencies 

Specially Participating in vital statistics activities. 

To the actual composing members of the above cOllneil should be added a senior 
) 

officer from the Registration Organization of deeds and int81leclual Prop~rties, 
i 

sect.ion respunsible for the notary. pobl ic offices for makin\) more obI i9[11: ions 

for the Notary Public offices to reg~larize the reporting of the marriages 

and di vurce registered,' 

Including necessary obligatory articles for the registration of religious 

mnrria~les and divorces. To strengthen financially and administratively the 

C.R.O., for enabling it in achieving its objectives fo~ t~e full computerization 

of t.he system. Also for appoint ing more registration Li8~30ns in the· rural 

areas of the country. Providing more Transportation facilities for the 

mobile registrars and registerars having schedueled missions, 

For attracting public's attention to t.he social importance of the civil 

registration necessary steps should be taken for approperiate use of the 

mass media, focusing specially in rural areas. 
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